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The New York State Nurses Association

Guidelines, Policies and Procedures
RE:

Conduct Detrimental Or Injurious To
The Association Or Its Purposes
Approved by the NYSNA Board Of Directors
lntrodllclion

October 25, 1982

it occurs.

Certain parliamentary guidance, while not definitive, provides inslructive assistmce.

Robert'$ Rulu of Order Newly Reviied states •·..•an organizalion...h:as the ultimate
right to make and enforce Its own rules. and to require that its members refrain frmt
conduct injudCIU$ to the organization or its purposes" and further notes that sudt
conduct may be characterized as .. tending to injure the good name of the organization,
disturb its well being, or hamper it in its work.'' 1 Demeter slates·•... the right to expel
or smpcnd can Include any acts or omissions the organization deems injurious to the
association and its good name ..•" 2 Similarlv. SturRis notes "A membership can be

Association bylaws adopted in 1980 Included the provision (Article Ill, Disciplinary
Action, Section l) that .. Members shall be subject to reprimand, censure, suspension
or expulsion for violation of the American Nurses' Association Code for Nunes or for terminated and a member ~xpelled because of his violation of an important duty to
violation of these bylaws in accordance wilh established policy... Established policy the organization, a breach of fundamental rule or principle of the organlzalion .... In
governing alleged violations of the Code for Nurse1 is set forth in the Association's general, termination of membership is justified if a member fails or ref113es to work
Policies and ProcedureJ Go11erning Violation of the Code for Nurses approved by the within the framework of the organizallon." 3
NYSNA Board of Directors in 1973. Established policy and procedure governing viola~
General individual and organizational usage of terms also provides guidance. In
tlon of bylaws provisions, deleted from bylaws in 1980 but retained therearter as these coo texts, "deleterious" refers to that which ..impairs" and/or "causes damage·•
applicable policy, states: "No such action shall be taken until such member shall have and "injurious" to that which is "hurtful," and/or "deleterious," "wrongful," "harmbeen served with written specific charges, given a reasonable lime to prepare any ful.''
Further specification of prohibited conduct Is avoided herein to insure against the
defense :ind afforded a full and fair hearing. After six months, members expelled may
suggestion ·or appearance of an a priori judgment prejudicial to the ri@hts of the
apply f~r and may be reinstated by a two-thirds vote of the Board of Directors."
In 1981 the NYSNA Voting Body adopted an amendment adding to Article 111, Association or its members. Determination of whether a member's conduct is .. detriSection I, ..conduct detrimental or Injurious to the association or Its purposes" as a mental or Injurious to the association or Its purposes" is a process which requires
basis for disciplinary action. In addition, the Voting Body adopted a motion recom- rigorous and scrupulous attention to and respect for the rights and obligations of both
mending that ..written guidellnes clearly defining tliat which constitutes 'conduct the Association and its members. The poTlcies and procedures which follow insure !he
detrlmtntal or injurious to the assoclalion or its purposes' be established and made Integrity of that process.
anilable to the membership." ThJs document Incorporates those guidelines as well as
the policies and procedures governing disciplinary action for any such alleged conduct.
GUIDELINES

7

rights to ensure its survival and stability as :in organi1.ational entity :md to expect that
its members will act in ways supportive to the Association's existence and 3Ccomplish•
ment of its purposes and programs.
Applicable parliamentary and statutory law constUule the fra~'IVOrk for definition
and identification of and response to ..conduct detrimental or injurious to the :association or its purposes." They do not explidty deHne such conduct. Indeed. that definition cannot take place In the abstract or hypothetical situation but must instead be
based upon the examination or the particular behavior and the circumstances In which

POUaES

I) Complaints may be initiated by a member or non-member, a constituent district
nurses assocfallon or an organization who has cause to belieYe the member's
The New York State Nurses Association as a not-for-profit membership corporation
condu.:t is detrimental or injurious to the association or its purposes.
and a registered labor organization operates within a substantial and ever-developing
body of statutory and case law and administralive rules and regulations relevant to
2) All complaints must be submitted to the President in writing and signed by the
such law. Additionally, through bylaws, the membership hH established Robert's
complainant.
Ruin of Ordu N~wl_v Raised as the Association's governing parliamentary authority. J)
Within these parameters the Association has the duty to work toward fulfillment
Prorision shall be made for confidential investigation or the complaint by an
of its stat~d objects. pur~ and programs and lhe duty lo protect members' rights
impartlal committee and formulation by the committee or written reeommendawithin the organization. Examples of such members' rights are freedom of speech :md
tions lo dismiss the complaint or prefer charges.
assembly and due proceu. Also within these parameters, lhe Association has inherent 4)
The charge(s) I.hall specif,• the offense(s) which the member Is ~ged to hate
Reprinted with Demission
· committed and shall specify precisely what the accused is alleged to have dnne
46
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which, if true, constitutes the offense stated in the charge.
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S) Adoption of the investigating committee's report, disposition of charges and
granting of appeal or reconsideration shall require a two-thirds vote of the Board
of Dilectors.

1
!

c)

6) A full and fair hearing shall be conducted by tho Board of Directors in Executive
Session p.usuant to issuance charges.

or

7) The individual alleged to have engaged In prohibited conduct wiU be provided
with timely written notice of the charge, the hearing date and the rules governing
i;onduct of the hearing.

J)

8) The individual alleged to have engaged in prohibited conduct shaJl have the •

righr(s) to:
a) waive hearing;

b) be accompanied or represented by legal or other counsel of his own choice;
c)

introduce evidence on his own behalf;

d) int10duce witnesses on his own behalf;
e)

examine any evidence introduced against him;

f)

examine and cross-examine every witness against him;

g)

appeal for reconsideration of any judgement against him.

9) Confidentiality shall be strictly maintained.
10) Precautions shall be taken to prevent reprisals against the complainant.

Prepare a wtiUen report to the Board of OirectOfS summarizing its investigation and recommending either that the complaint be dismmed or that cha,ges
be issued against lhe .named member. In die event charges are recommen~d
the committee shall formulate in wriling the chargc(s} specifying the
offcnse(s) the member is alleged to haw: commilled and precisely what lhe
accused is ~leged to have done which, if true. constitutes the offense srated
In the charge.

I}

Upon receipt of a written signed complain I, lhe President of the Association shall:

a)

Acknowledge receipt of the complaint;

b)

Arrange for the Executive Committee to appoint an impartial committee to
investigate the complaint and recommend its dismissal or issuance of charges;

c)

Notify the named member of lhe receipt of the complaint and its referral to
an impartial committee and provide the named individual with the Association's "Guidelines, Policies and Procedures..... ;

d)

Notify complainant that the member named in the complaint has been informed of the complaint and the identity of the complainant and that the
complaint has been referred to an impartial committee.

a) meet in Executive Session to review .ind act upon said report:
b) nolify the complainant and th: named individual of the action taken.
4) If charges are issued the Board of Directors mall:
a) schedule and conduct a full and fair hearing no later than thirty business days
after the decision to issue charges;
b) notify the complainanl and the named mcmbe, of the hearing date at least
twen:y-one days prior to the scheduled date and provide them with the rules
governing conduct of the bearing;

!=)

meet in Executive Session immediately following the hearing lo determine
disposition of the charges;

d) notify involved parties of its determination:

e) receive and process requests for reconsideration or appeal of its determiS) A member•s request for reconsideration or appeal of the Board of Directors'
determination shall be submitted in writing within fifteen days after that determination.
6) The Board of Directors shall process and dilpose of a request for ;appeal or
reconsideration within fifteen days of its receipL

REFERENCES
1Robert, Gener.al Henry M. Robert's Rules of Order NeMy Rn~d (Glenwiew, IL: Scou.
Foresman and Company, 198t), pp. 538-543.
2 Demeter, George. Demetu'i MIIIIIUll of ,ParlimMnltll'J' uw attd Pro«dun tBosron: Utdc.
Brown and Company, 1969), p. 207.

3sturgis, Allee. Slur,u Stondllrd Code of Porliamoti.,y Proudurr. secoacl ed. (New Yort:
McGraw-Hill Boole Company, 1966), p. 225.

Determine whether additional information is necessary;

b) Conduct interviews with the complainant and the member named in the
complaint if deemed necessa,y or if requested lo do so by the complainant or
the named member;
48
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Within a period of l S business days after receipt of the report of the Impartial

2) Within a period of fifteen business days after receipt of referred complaints the
impartial committee shall:
a)

l -

!

Committee, the Board of Directors shall:

nation.

PROCEDURES

i7
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mE NEIJ YORK Sl'A'IE NURSES ASSOCUTION

RULES GOVEBNING DISCIPLINARY HEARINGS

'

1¼iZe No. 1 'l'he chair will rule on all procedural matters.
l!luZe No. 2 Only these persons shall be authorized to be in the hearing room:

a) 'l'he Board of Directors of the New York State Nurses Association;

b) 'l'he Executive Director of the New York State Nurses Association;

c) Legal Counsel of the New York State Nurses Association if requested
by the Board of Directors;
d) The stenotypist;
e) The complainant and her/his representative if there is such a
representative;
f) The individual charged with prohibited conduct and her/his
representative if there is such a representative;
g) Witnesses at the time of testimony only.

Ru.le Ho. 3 The sequence of the proceeding shall be:
a} Presentation of the charge;
Presentation of defense;

b)

c) Presentat!on of submitted evidence in support of the charge;
d) Presentation of submitted evidence by the individual charged with
prohibited conduct;
e) Presentation of additional evidence at the discretion of the chair.
Rule No. 4

Only one witness may be in the hear_ing room at any given time.

Ru.le No. S The chair

is authorized to limit testimony to relavant evidence,
restrict witnesses to avoid redundancy and exercise discretion in
authorizing cross-examination.

12/13/82
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THE :iEW YORK STATE NURSES ASSOCIATION
A;p:roved b:; the NJSNA 3oax>d of Dir>eetors

GliIDELINES, POLICIES
RE

AND

Oatober 25, 1982

PROCEDURES

CONDUCT DETRIMENTAL OR INJURIOUS TO
TiiE ASSOCIATION OR ITS PURPOSES

In-;roduction
Association bylaws adopted in 1980 included the provision (Article III, Disciplinary
Action, Section 1) that ''Members shall be subject to reprimand, censure, suspension
or expulsion for violation of the American Nurses' Association Code for Nurses or for
violation of these bylaws in accordance with established policy." Established policy
governing alleged violations of the Code for Nurses is set forth in the Association's
Policies and Procedures Governing Violation of the Code for Nurses approved by the
NYSNA Board of Directors in 1973. Established policy and procedure governing violation
of bylaws provisions, deleted from bylaws in 1980 but retained thereafter as applicable
policy, states: "No such action shall be taken until such member shall have been served
with w-ritten specific charges, given a reasonable time to prepare any defense, and
afforded a full and fair hearing. After six months, members expelled may apply for and
may be reinstated by a two-thirds vote of the Board of Directors."
In 1981 the NYSNA Voting Body adopted an amendment adding to Article III, Section 1,
"conduct detrimental or injurious to the association or its purposes" as a basis for
disciplinary action. In addition, the Voting Body adopted a motion reco11DDending that
"written guidelines clearly defining that which constitutes 'conduct detrimental or
injurious to the association or its purposes' be established and.made available to the
membership." This document incorporates those guidelines as well as the policies and
procedures governing disciplinary action for any such alleged conduct.

Guidelines
Toe New York State Nurses Association as a not-for-profit membership corporation and a
registered labor organization operates within a substantial and ever-developing body
of statutory and case law and administrative rules and regulations relevant to such
law. Additionally. through bylaws, the membership has established Robert's Rules of
Order Newly Revised as the Association's governing parliamentary authority.
Within these parameters, the Association has the duty to work toward fulfillment of its
stated objects, purposes and programs and the duty to protect members' rights within the
organization. Examples of such members' rights are freedom of speech and assembly and
due process. Also within these parameters, the Association has inherent rights to ensure
its survival and stability as an organizational entity and to expect that its members
will act in ways supportive to the Association's existence and accomplishment of its
purposes and programs.
Applicable parliamentary and statutory law constitute the framevork for definition and
identification of and response to "conduct detrimental or injurious to the association
or its purposes." They do not explicitly define such conduct. Indeed, that definition
cannot take place in the abstract or hypothetical situation but must instead be based
upon the examination of the particular behavior and the circumstances in which it occurs.
Certain parliamentary guidance, while not definitive, provides instructive assistance.
Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised states " ••• an organization ••• has the ultimate right
to make and enforce its own rules, and to require that its members refrain from conduct
injurious t:o the organization or its purp~ses" and further notes tha:,t such conduct may
be characterized as "tending to injure the good name of the organization, disturb its well
being, or ham.per it in its work." 1 Demeter states 11 • • • the right to expel or suspend can

:.l

-2include any acts or omissions the organization deems injurious to the association and
its good name ••• "2 Similarly, Sturgis notes "A membership can be terminated and a
member expelled because of his violation of an important duty to the organization, a
breach of fundamental rule or principle of the organization •••• In general, termination
of membership is justified if a member fails or refuses to work within the framework
of the organization."3
General individual and organizational usage of terms also provides guidance. In these
contexts, "deleterious" refers to that which "impairs" and/or "causes damage" and
"injurious" to that which is "hurtful," and/or "deleterious," ''wrongful," "harmful."
Further specification of prohibited conduct is avoided herein to insure against the
suggestion or appearance of an a priori judgment prejudicial to the rights of the
Association or its members. Determination of whether a member's conduct is "detrimental
or injurious to the association or its purposes" is a process which requires rigorous
and scrupulous attention to and respect for the rights and obligations of both the
Association and its members. The policies and procedures which follow insure the
integrity of that process.

-39)
10)

Complaints may be initiated by a member or non-member, a constituent district nurses
association or an organization who has cause to believe the member's conduct is
detrimental or injurious to the association or its purposes.

2)

All complaints must be submitted to the President in writing and signed by the
complainant.

3)

Provision sha11 be made for confidential investigation of the complaint by an
impartial committee and formulation by the committee of written recommendations to
dismiss the complaint or prefer charges.

4)

The charge{s) shall specify the offense(s) which the member is alleged to have
committed and shall specify precisely what the accused is alleged to have done
which, if true, constitutes the offense stated in the charge.

5)

Adoption of the investigating committee's report, disposition of charges and
granting of appeal or reconsideration shall require a two-thirds vote of the Board
of Directors.

6)

A

7)

The individual alleged to have engaged in prohibited conduct will be provided with
timely written notice of the charge, the hearing date and the rules governing
conduct of the bearing.

8)

The individual alleged to have engaged in prohibited conduct shall have the right(s)
to:

1)

waive hearing;

d)

in~roduce witnesses on his own behalf;
examine any evidence introduced against him;
examine and cross-examine every witness against him;

b)
c)

e}
f)
g)

be accompanied.or represented by legal or other counsel of his own choice;
i.ntroduce evidence on his own behalf;

appeal for reconsideration of any judgement against him.

Upon receipt of a written signed complaint, the President of the Association shall:
a)
b)
c)
d)

2)

a)

c)

3)

Acknowledge receipt of the complaint;
Arrange for the Executive Committee to appoint an impartial committee to
investigate the complaint and recommend its dismissal or issuance of charges;
Notify the named member of the receipt of the complaint and its referral to
an impartial committee and provide the named individual with the Association's
"Guidelines, Policies and Procedures ••• ";
Notify complainant that the member named in the complaint has been informed of the
complaint and the identity of the complainant and that the complaint has been
referred to an impartial committee.

Within a period of fifteen business days after receipt of referred complaints the
impartial committee shall:
b)

Determine whether additional information is necessary;
Conduct interviews with the complainant and the member named in the complaint
if deemed necessary or if requested to do so by the complainant or the named
member;
Prepare a written report to the Board of Directors summarizing its investigation
and recommending either that the complaint be dismissed or that charges be issued
against the named member. In the event charges are recommended the committee
shall formulate in writing the charge(s) specifying the offense(s) the member
is alleged to have committed and precisely what the accused is alleged to have
done which, if true, constitutes the offense stated in the charge.

Within a period of 15 business days after receipt of the report of the Impartial
Committee, the Board of Directors shall:
a)
b)

meet in Executive Session to review and act upon said report;
notify the complainant and the named individual of the action taken.

4)

If charges are issued the Board of Directors shall:
a) schedule and c~nduct a full and fair hearing no later than thirty business days
after the decision to issue char~es;
b) notify the complainant and the named member of the hearing date at least
twenty-one d3ys prior to the scheduled date and provide them with the rules
governing conduct of the hearing;
c) maet in Executive Session immediately following the hearing to determine
disposition of the charges;
ii) nn~if:y in,!ol,1-?.!l ~?.rt:i~~ of: i.!:s ~etermination;
e) receive and process requests for reconsideration or appeal of its determi.iation.

5)

A member's request for reconsideration or appeal of the Board of Directors'

6)

The Board of Directors shall process and dispose of a request for appeal or
reconsideration within fifteen days of its receipt.

full and fair hearing shall be conducted by the Board of Directors in Executive
Session pursuant to issuance of charges.

a)

Precautions shall be taken to prevent reprisals against the complainant.

Proaedures

Po7-iaie8
l)

Confidentiality shall be strictly maintained.

determination shall be submitted in writing within fifteen days after that
determination.

REFERENCES

1Robert, General Henry M. Robert's Rules of Order Newly Revised.
Glenview, IL: Scott, Foresman and Company, 1981, pp. 538-543.
2

Demeter, George. Demeter's Manual of Parliamentary Law and
Procedure. Boston, MA: Little, Brown and Company, 1969, p. 207.
3scurgis, Alice. Sturgis Standard Code of Parliamentary Procedure,
second ed. New York, NY: McGraw-H1.ll Book Company, 1966, p. 225.
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MYRA C. SNYDER, RN, Ed.D EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

February 20, 1981

FEB 2 7 1981

ssociation

790 Market Street, San Francisco. California 94102

•

TO:

•

{415) 986-2220

Presidents and· Executive Directors
State Nurses Associations

FROM:

Donna F. Ver Steeg, R.N.~ P h . ~ ~ f l , - ~"" '

President, californfa Nurses Association

V~

As many of you are aware. the California Nurses Association
held disciplinary proceedings against certain of its mambers on February
2 and 3, 1980.

The American Nurses' Association has sent you the review of
CNA's disciplinary procedure by its Board of Directors on December 12, 1980.

The california Nurses Association received the ANA decision
on January 10, 1981. The CNA Board, through legal counsel, sent ANA a
"Motion to Reconsider dated January 21, 1981.
11

So that you will be aware of the ccmplete sequence of events,

I am enclosing a copy of that document.

On February 3, 1981~ the ANA Board of Directors vacated and
rescinded its decision rendered on January 10, 1981.
CNA's request of January 21, 1981 is to be considered at the
March 1981 meeting of the ANA Board of Directors.

DFVS:jl

Enc.

I'--- BOARDOf'DIRECroRS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,
Danna Ver Steeg, RN. President

sw., Harns. RN. President Elect
HutQuist. RN. Vice

President

a.t:wa carr. RN. Secretary
'Nilma Talbot. R\I. Treasurer

Lindsay Ralphs. AN.
1
Vicki Napoli-Knete. AN. Region 3
Steve Skrypzak. AN. Region 4
Stan Walter. RN. Region 5
Joan King. RN. Region e

catnenne Donovan, RN. Region 8
Shirley C. Smith. RN. Region 9
Suzanne Parent. AN. Region 10
Donna Joan Craig. AN. Region 11
Patricia R. Underwood. RN. Region 12
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January 21, 1981

CIAA'""'"O . . . ,a

l••el

Barbara Nicbols,-President
American Nurses• Association, Inc.
2420 Pershing Road
Kansas Ci~y. Missouri 64108
Dear Ms. Nichols:
By this letter California Nurses Association is
requesting the Board of Directors of ~.merican Nurses'
Association to reconsider its undated decision, enclosed
with your covering lettar of January 10, 1981, setting aside
the discipline imposed on 17 members of the California
~urses• Association.
l. The decision on the appeal of the disci?lined
members states tha~ there was adequate proof of "the activities
in which the disciplined members were alleged to have participa tee
but there was •no proof that the disciplined member violated

the OlA Bylaws" {Dec. p.7). The activities which the disciplinec
members engaged in consisted of open and aggressive campaigning

to have CNA decertified as the bargaining representative of
registered nurses at various hospitals in San Francisco.
Accordingly, the decision necessarily means that active
opposition to CNA's status as a bargaining representative, and
tile promotion of a rivai organization to unseat CNA, is not
proscribed by the CNA Bylaws. The Board of Directors seems to
have failed to grasp the significance of their decision in this
respect, because they state t.'l.at they are not prohibiting CNA
•from pursuing disciplinary measures against the 17 members on
c.~arges which are the same . • • • (Oec.p.9}. Manifestly, such
charges could not be ma.inta..ined if, as the Decision states,
the charged conduct does not violate the CNA Bylaws.

continued ••• 2

-

Barbara Nichols ANA

2 -

,-

January 21, ·19 al

It is novel and unusual for an organization to rule
that open revolt to defeat a legitimate function of the
organization, and the joining of opposition forces to secure
the defeat, is not forbidden by tbe organization's Bylaws.
Implicit in the organic law of evaey organization, and
ind.ispensible to its survival, is the requirement that
members do not act outside the structure itself to defeat
the organization in a vital area of its existence. Article II,
Section l of the CNA Bylaws states its organizational purpose;
that statement necessarily carries with it membership
obligation not to join with outside rival forces to defeat that
purpose. Article VIII, Section 9(B) Cl) of the CNA Bylaws
states the function of the Economic and General Welfare
Commission. That provision cannot sensibly be read ta exclude
a membership obligation to refrain from joining a rival
organization to defeat the Economic and General Welfare

Commission.

The same may be said for ot.'1er Bylaw provisions,

as detailed in CNA 1 s oral presentation to the Board of
Directors, all of which provisions the disciplined members.
attempted to repudiate and undermine.

We suggest that the Board of Directors have failed to
understand that it is noc necessary for an organization
expressly to forbid membership in a rival organization which
is bent upon its destruction in perhaps the most important
area of its operation in order to justify expulsion or other
discipline. Bylaws of any organization, CNA included, which
outline its basic purposes and functions impose implicit
membership obligations co work within the organization, and
not to join outside movements dedicated to tile destruction

of tliose functions and purposes.

.j

2. The Board of Directors has stated t.'1at OlA deprived
the disciplined members of a fair hearing by not following
Robert's Rules of Order. The decision, however, does not
explain how a fair hearing was denied in this respect. Indeed,
the decision concedes that the rules followed "were not in
themselves inherently prejudicial to the rights of the
disciplined members • • • " (Dec. _c. 8) . There is an incons is tency in this reasoning •

The question before the Board of Directors was not
whether Robert's Rules of Order had to be followed, willy nilly.
Rather, the question was whether the disciplined members.had
a fai:.··hearing. So long as the abandonment of the Rober.t's
Rules of Order procedures did not prejudice t:lie fairness of t.11e
hearing, there cannot be a basis !or setting aside t:he disci-

Barbara Nichols, ANA

-

It is extremely difficult to follow the reasoning
that the disciplined members did not receive a fair hearing
in the light of the fact thAt they all admitted that they
did what they were charged with doing. The purpose of
procedural fai.x:ness is to ensure persons accused an
opportunity to present facts which support his position.
Since the facts in this case are uncontested, there could
not possible be prejudice in the procedures followed to
adduce those facts. The Board of Director's decision does
not deal with this point.
The same observation- must be mace with respect to the
decision's statement that insufficient time was allowed the
disciplined members to prepare a defense. They did not
deny at the hearing that they engaged in the conduct alleged,

and they did not content on the appeal that the factua.l _
findings against them were erroneous. Accordingly, they
were not prejudiced by the length of time with.in which they

had to prepare their cases. It should also be pointed out
that their anti-CNA conduct had·created an emergency situation.
Each of these members was daily· involved in a campaign against

CNA in an election contest before t:he NLRB. Ct.A was =equired
to take immediate action in order t:0 preserve the
credibility of its position among the employees involved in the

election.

3 • Finally, the .Board of Di.rectors has founc that
some of the disciplined members were denied copies of t:he

CNA Bylaws. This is an unfair description of t.'1e facts. While
the record indicates that there were ini~ial denials of
requests for Bylaws, it also shows t.~at eve:yone who asked
for a copy of the Bylaws was given a copy in ac:equate time
for t:he preparation, of his or her d~fense. Moreover., t.~e
record also shows that the members J.nvolved were represented
by- attorneys who had cop_ies of the Bylaws.
Indeed. the Bylaws
were made the basis of an unsuccessful attempt by these
attorneys to o.btain a court injunction against the c!iscipli.na.ry
proceeding.

For all of these reasons, CIA respectfully request the
Board of Directors t0 reconsider its decision, and upon such
reconsideration to sustain the di$Ciplinary measure taken by
CNA against the 17 members.

Very trUly yours,

pline on this ground.

continued ••• 3
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American Nurses' Association, Inc.
2420 Pershing Road, Kansaa City. Missouri 64108
(816) 474-5720
Barbara L N1ct1ols. M.S.. R.N

Washington Off,ce
1030 15th Strecl. NW
Washington. O.C 20005
!202) 296-801()

Pres,dent

Myrtle K Ay(lelotte PhD. RN .. F.A AN
f ,er:11111,c, O,rcr;tn,

TO:

Presidents of State Nurses' Associations

FROM:

Barbara L. Nichols
President

DATE:

February 3, 1981

RE:

Decision by ANA Board of Directors in the review of disciplinary
proceedings conducted by the California Nurses' Association

Attached is a copy of the decision rendered by the ANA Board of Directors on
January 11. 1981 in its review of disciplinary proceedings conducted by the
California Nurses' Association.

fj

Until now, ANA has treated its decision as confidential in accordance with
directions contained in Robert's Rules of Order, Newly Revised, which provides
that matters fovo;..,ing the discii)line of members must t-e kept co11fidential
unless and until the members involved in the discipline breach confid~ntialfty.
Since the decision has been made the subject of a press release by the members
involved in the disciplinary proceedings, the ANA Board of Directors believes
that it is appropriate that the decision be shared with you.
The ANA Board of Directors was required to review the disciplinary proceedings
conducted by CNA pursuant to the ANA Bylaws, Article II, Section 4a which states
that if members are disciplined by an SNA, and there is no provision for an
appeal within the SNA, the members may request the ANA Board of Directors to
review questions of law or procedure involved in the discipline. After conducting a hearing on the matter on December 12, 1980, the board determined that
it was compelled to set aside the discipline imposed on members by CNA because
the members were not afforded a full and fair hearing as required by the
t:,abor-Management Reporting and Disclosure ("Landrum-Griffin 11 ) Act. ihe
reasons for the board!s detennination are set forth in the text of the
decision.
It should be noted that the decision of the board in no way conriones the
activities with which the members involved in the disciplinary proceedings
were charged. The board's decision speaks solely to the procedural aspects of
the matter and sets aside the discipline which was imposed because the members
were not afforded ''due process". The board recognizes that its decision may
be unpopular within the association. However, the board believes that in
fulfilling its obligation to render a fair and impartial decision the association is strengthened.

ANA - An Equal Oppo,tunily Employer

.,

..

-2SNAs must be aware of legal considerations mandated by the Landrt1n-Griffin Act
lilhen conducting disciplinary proceedings involving members. The document ·
•Legal Considerations for Conducting Disciplinary Actions" distributed by the
board to SNAs on January 13, 1981 should be consulted by SNAs involved in the

disciplinary process.

BLN:EWK:njh
Attachment
cc: Executive Directors of State Nurses' Associations (cover memo only)

Decision of the American Nurses' Association
Board of Directors Concerning Questions
of Law or Procedure Involved in Disciplinary
Proceedings Conducted by the Califomia Nurses'
Association

This matter concerns a review by the ANA Board of Directors of questions
of law or procedure arising out of disciplinary hearings conducted by
the California Nurses' Association. The ANA Bylaws, Article II,
Section 4a provide:
"Members shall be subject to censure or expulsion by the association for violation of the Code for Nurses as established by
ANA or for violation of the bylaws of the association. No such
action shall be taken against a member until such member shall
have been served with written specific charges, given a reasonable time to prepare a defense and offered an opportunity for
a full and fair hearing. Expulsion from an SNA or its District
Nurses' Association, hereinafter referred to as DNA shall result in expulsion from ANA upon certification thereof by the
SNA to ANA. If there is no provision for an appeal within the
SNA, the member may, within 90 days after notification of such
action, request the ANA Board to review any question of law or
procedure involved therein."
9

On March 14, 1980 ANA received from the California Nurses' Association a
certified copy of resolutions adopted by CNA on February 2-3, 1980,
whereby ANA was notified that association members were disciplined as
follows:

Expulsion from membership:

Matt Boden
Mary Ha rs ton
Sherry Minson
Mike Smith
Frances Spector
Judy Spelman
Laurie Ventresca

Suspension from membership
for four years:

Sharon Brown
Katherine Gottfried
Grace Rico-Pena
Dan Shaeffer

Suspension from membership
until June 1, 1982:

Kristine Eisenhaure
Marta Johnson
C1arita Ramos
Christy Shepard

...
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-2-

On April 25, 1980 ANA received a copy of a letter dated April 21, 1980
from William Connan, attorney at law, stating that he represented members
of CNA against whom discipline was imposed, and that the members were
requesting the ANA Board of Directors to review questions of law or procedure involved in the imposition of discipline against them. Those
members listed in Hr. Connan's letter as requesting review include all
15 ment>ers identified in the resolutions forwarded to ANA by CNA, and
three members not identified in the resolutions -- Cannan Delabarre,
Janice Poach, and Eileen Prendeville.*
On Ausust 1, 1980 ANA received a copy of a letter dated July 28, 1980
from Gerald I. Son111er, Legal Assistant to the President, Service Employees
International Union AFL-CIO, CLC, stating that he represented the disciplined members identified in Mr. Connan's letter dated April 21, 1980.
The board detennined that the obligation of the board pursuant to Article
II, Section 4a, of the ANA Bylaws to review questions of law or procedure
involved in the CNA disciplinary proceedings of February 2-3, 1980 was
invoked in that the disciplined members made a timely request for review
and there was no provision for an appeal within CNA of the discipline
which was imposed. By letter dated May 15, 1980 ANA requested CNA and the
representative of the disciplined members to submit statements and materials
relating to questions of law or procedure involved in the disciplinary
proceedings. Both CNA and the representative of the disciplined members
submitted materials, including a transcript of the disciplinary
hearings. The materials submitted by each were shared with the other
prior to the board's review.
On December 12, 1980 the ANA Board of Directors met in executive session
to conduct the review.** The disciplined members were represented at the
review by Mr. Sonmer and Ms. Minson. CNA was represented at the review
by CNA President Donna Ver Steeg and Duane B. Beeson, attorney at law.
As part of the review, the representatives of the disciplined members and
CNA presented arguments to the board and responded to questions from the
board, after which the representatives were excused and the board
deliberated and rendered its decision.
* Materials submitted by CNA show that Delabarre and Poach were disciplined
pursuant to action taken by CNA on February 2-3, 1980. Delabarre was
suspended for four years, but the suspension was stayed on the condition
that she not be a candidate for office, participate as a member of any
co11111ittee or hold any official position within CNA during the four-year
period. Poach was severely reprimanded and prohibited until June 1, 1982
from serving on any negotiating team or conmittee in connection with the
negotiation of collective bargaining agreements for CNA. The board finds
that the discipline imposed upon Delabarre and Poach is under review in
this matter. Prendeville was not disciplined pursuant to CNA action taken
on February 2-3, 1980 and she was infonned by CNA that "you will be notified
of the scheduling of a hearing on the charges against you at a future date".
The board finds that since no discipline was imposed on Prendeville, her
case is not under review in this matter.
ANA Board member Cappe Eudy is a member of CNA and took no part in the
review in order to avoid the appearance of conflict of interest.
1nr

*

*

*

The disciplined members contend that they were denied a fair hearing and
that the discipline imposed upon them was unlawful for three reasons.
First the disciplined members argue that they were denied the procedural
safeg~ards to which members of labor organizations are entitled pursuant
to the Labor-Management Reporting and Dis~losure Act, s~c. l~l(a~(S).*
In support of their argument, the disciplined members c1te nine instances
in which they allege that rights guaranteed them by the LMROA were
violated:
- The letters to the disciplined members which set forth the
charges did not state how or why the activities alleged violated the CNA Bylaws; therefore, the charges did not provide
the infonnation needed to conduct a meaningful investigation
and prepare a defense.
- A reasonable time to prepare a defense was not afforded.
- The disciplined members were not allowed to be represented at
the hearings by attorneys who were not members of CNA.
- The letters which set forth the charges stated_that the h~arings
would be governed by Robert's Rules of Order; at the hearings, the
disciplined members were advised that the hearings would be conducted pursuant to nine ground rules adopted by the CNA Board of
Di rectors.
- Copies of the CNA Bylaws were not _provided to some disciplin~d
members and/or their representatives when they requested cop1es
from the CNA offices.
- The presiding officer would not allow the d~sc~pl~ned members to
call witnesses on their behalf unless the disc1pl1ned member could
show to the satisfaction of the presiding officer that the testimony would be relevant to the charges. The disciplin~d members
were not pennitted to call witnesses to show that the1r conduct
did not violate the CNA Bylaws, nor were they pennitted to call
witnesses to show that CNA staff had allegedly engaged in conduct similar to the conduct for which charges had been brought
against the disciplined members.
- The CNA member who brought the charges consulted with the
presiding officer about the charges prior to the charges
being filed.

* "No member of any labor organization may be fined, suspended, expe!led!
or othen,ise disciplined except for nonpayment of dues by such org~n1zat1on
or by any officer thereof unles~ such member has ~en (A) served with
.
written specific charges; (B) given a reasonable time to prepare a defense,
{C) afforded a fuli and fair hearing. 11

.
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- One member of the CNA Board, the panel which conducted the
hearings, previously sent a letter to some of the disciplined
members requesting that they resign their CNA membership
because of the same activities which were under consideration
at.the disciplinary hearings.

"The renedy that has been requested by your accuser is inmediate
expulsion from membership in the Association, as provided in
Article III, Section 2 C. A full and fair hearing will take
place on Saturday, February 2, 1980 at 10:00 a.m. at the Plaza
Airport Inn. 401 E. Millbrae Avenue., Millbrae."

- The CNA member who filed the charges had no first-hand
knowledge of the activities with which the disciplined members
were charged, and the presiding officer refused to require the
two persons who supplied infonnation to the charging member to
testify.

That hearin.9. will be governed by Roberts Rules of Order,
Ch~pte~ 10 Lsi£/, Section_'Offen~es Elsewhere Than i~ a Meeting;
Trial. As per that section, th1s will be an execut1ve session of
the Board. 11

Second, the disciplined members argue that the CNA Bylaws do not prohibit
the type of activities with which the disciplined members were charged,
and CNA offered no evidence at the hearings to show that the charged
activities violated the CNA Bylaws; therefore, the disciplined members
could not have been found guilty of violating the CNA Bylaws.
Third, the disciplined members argue that the CNA Board of Directors should
not have been the panel which conducted the hearings because some members
of the board are supervisors and as such should not rule on the disciplining
of CNA members who are in bargaining units and may be employees under their
supervision.
Analysis of the arguments of the disciplined members requires consideration
of the charges which were brought against them and of which they were found
guilty. The following letter* was sent to each of the disciplined members:
"It has been brought to my attention by Nonna Severson, Chair,
Economic and General Welfare Cornnission, that as a.member of
the talifornia Nurses' Association you are not carrying out
the purposes of the Association."
"You have been accused of actively participating in and supporting an organizational drive to eliminate the California
Nurses' Association as the collective bargaining representative
of registered nurses in certain hospitals in the San Francisco
Bay Area. This activity is alleged to violate your membership obligations in the California Nurses' Association as
expressed in the following provisions of the CNA Bylaws:
Article II, Section 1 and Section 2(C} and (I); Article VIII,
Section 9(8); and Article IX, Section 5(0)(2). 11

* The copy of the letter sent to Brown, Smith, Spector, Spelman and Ven-

tresca contained an additional phrase ~t the end of the second paragraph
"Also Article X, Section 4(8)." The copy of the letter sent to Delabarre,
Eisenhaure, Marston, Poach, Ramos, and Rico-Pena contained an additional .
paragraph between paragraphs two and three -- 11 Accord;ngly, I am requesting
a special board meeting to hear these charges and provide you with the
opportunity to respond pursuant to Article III, Section 2 O of the CNA
Bylaws. The copy of the 1etter sent to some of the di sci pl i ned members
contained different times for the hearing referenced in paragraph three;
all of the hearings were set for one of four times -- Saturday, February 2,
1980 at 10:00 a.m. or 2:00 p.m.; Sunday, February 3, 1980 at 10:00 a.m. or
2:00 p.m.
11

11

Those provisions of the CNA Bylaws referred to in the letters to the
disciplined members are as follows:
"Article II, Purpose and Objectives
Section 1. Purpose
The purpose of the California Nurses' Association shall be to
foster high standards of nursing practice, promote the professional and educational advancement of nurses, and promote
the welfare of nurses to the end that all people may have
better health care services. These purposes shall be unrestricted by co~siderations of nationality, race, creed, color,
age, sex, or life style."
"Article I!, Furpose and Objectives
Section 2. Objectives
C. To promote and protect the economic and general
welfare of nurses.
I. T~ speak for.the nursing profession in relationships
with professional, corrmunity and governmental groups
and with the public."
"Article VIII, Conmissions
Section 9. Economic and General Welfare Coff'IJlission
B.

Functions
1.

Collaborate with the director of economic and
general welfare in developing and implementing
a collective bargaining program, recognizing
local bargaining units. and in defining, implementing, and evaluating the activities and
policies of the association relating to the
economic and general welfare program.

ii
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2. Adopt Rules of Procedure and guidelines for the
program in accordance with the philosophy of
CNA, as printed in the CHA Bylaws and within the
scope of directives of the House of Delegates.
3.

Designate instances where, in the interest of .
registered nurses, CNA may represent non-registered
nurses in bargaining units. CNA shall charge an
appropriate fee based upon the services agreed
upon by the bargaining unit and CNA. The E&GW
Conmission shall be involved in the development
of the service fees.

4. Collaborate with the executive director and
economic and genera1 welfare staff in carrying
out the program activities based on the funds
allocated."
"Article IX, Regional Associations
Section 5. Responsibilities
The regional association shall:

O. Provide specific responsibility and accountability to the membership and CNA Board for:

2. Implementing CNA programs including, but

not limited to, organizational and economic
and general welfare matters on a regional
level.
11

"Article X, Regional Organization
Section 4. Regional Board of Directors
8.

Functions
The regional Board of Directors shall:
1. Conduct the business of the regional asso-

ciations as directed by the regional assembly
and the regional bylaws;

2.

Provide for meetings of the regional assembly;
and

3. Provide for ballot election of conmissioners,
delegates and alternates to the CNA House of
Delegates and for representatives to other
state meetings. 11

Following the hearings. the disciplined members were notified by letter
dated February lllJ 1980 that you are guilty as charged"» and that this
detennination is "based on the evidence as it is applicable to each of
the provisions of the Bylaws referred to in the charges, jointly and
severally".
0

It is apparent from the foregoing that the disciplined members were charged
with violation of the CNA Bylaws. and that the discipline imposed upon
them was premised on the finding that they violated the CNA Bylaws.
The record shows that CNA offered no proof that the disciplined members
violated the CNA Bylaws. The record also shows that although the disciplined members were ailowed to testify as to whether or not their conduct violated the CNA Bylaws, the disciplined members were not allowed
to call witnesses who would have testified to the question as to whether
or not the CNA Bylaws were violated by the conduct of the disciplined
members.
The position taken by CNA during the hearings and at the review is that
the detennination of whether or not the conduct of the disciplined members
violated the CNA Bylaws is a question of law~ exclusively within the
province of the hearing panel, and that testimony from witnesses
on behalf of the disciplined members that the bylaws were not violated is
irrelevant to the issue of whether or not the CNA Bylaws were violated.
The ANA Board of Directors finds that CNA failed to prove that the disciplined members were guilty as charged. As noted in Robert's Rules of
Order, Newly Revised, p. 549:
The charge sets forth the offense of which the accused is
alleged to be guilty -- an offense being a particular kind
of act or conduct which the governing rules define as entailing liability to prescribed penalties. The specification(s)
state what the accused is alleged to ha~e
wh~ch, if true,
constitutes an instance of the offense 1nd1cated 1n the charge.
An accused must be found guilty of a charge before a penalty
can be imposed. (Emphasis in the original.)
11

11

In short, the record shows that CNA proved the activities in which the
disciplined members were alleged to have participated {i.e., the specification). However, CNA did not prove the charge -- violation of the CNA
Bylaws. Since there is no evidence in the record to support the finding
that the CNA Bylaws were violated, the findings of guilt on the charge
are unsupported and cannot stand.
The toard also finds that the right of the disciplined members to a full
and fair hearing was prejudiced by not allowing the disciplined members
to call witnesses to support their defense to the charge they had violated
the CNA Bylaws.
,
Further, the board finds that the right of the disciplined members to a
full and fair hearing was prejudiced in another respect. T~e letters
to the disciplined members sunmoning them to the disciplinary proceedings

-8-
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state that the "hearing wi 11 be governed by Robert's Rules of Order,
Chapter 10. Section 'Offenses Elsewhere Than in a Meeting; TriiT":"1'""
(The referenced section appears at Chapter XX.} The cited section of
Robert's provides for a specific procedure to be followed when disciplinary action is contemplated against a member of an organization -- confidential investigation by a co11111ittee, trial before the assembly, etc.
The record discloses that the disciplined members learned at the hearings
that the procedure set forth in Robert's would not be followed, and
that the hearf ngs would proceed on the bas 1s of nine ground rules adopted
by the CNA Board. While the rules used by the CNA Board were not in
themselves inherently prejudicial to the rights of the disciplined members,
the abandonment of the procedure set forth in Robert's and specifically
referenced in the letters to the disciplined members vitiated the fairness
of the hearings.

The board also has concern with regard to two other contentions of the
disciplined members. The record shows that notice of the hearings was
given eight or nine days prior to the hearings. There is serious
question as to whether or not such notice constitutes a reasonable time
to prepare a defense" as contemplated by sec. 10l(a)(5) of the LaborManagement Reporting and Disclosure Act. Robert's Rules of Order, ~;wly
Revised, p. 548, states that "thirty days is a reasonable time to a ow
the accused to prepare his defense".
11

CNA. That fact standing alone does not de111Jnstra~e that.the
right of the disciplined members to a full and fa,r hearmg
was in any way prejudiced.
- Any claim of prejudice because one member of the panel which
conducted the hearings had previously sent a letter.to so~
of the disciplined members requesting that they res1g~ the,~
membership because of activites which were under c~ns1derat1on
at the hearings was cured whe~ that pane~ ~mber ~1d not
participate in any of the rulings or dec1s1~ns which were made
in connection with the disciplinary proceedings.
- The disciplined members were not denied a fair hearing because
the CNA member who brought the charges had no first-hand knowledge
of the activities with which the members were charged. As noted
in Robert's Rules of Order, Newly Revised, p. 544:
"Ordinarily, it is impossible for the society to obtain
legal proof of facts in disciplinary cases •. To get at
the truth under the conditions of such a tr,al,_hei:esay
evidence has to be admissible •••• " (Emphas1s m the
original.)

The record also shows that some of the disciplined members and/or their
representatives were denied copies of the CNA Bylaws when copies were
requested from the CNA offices. It wou1d seem to be fundamental that a
member of an organization who is charged with violation of the bylaws
should be provided with a copy of the bylaws upon proper request.

- There is no reason based on applicable statutory or case law why
thf= CNA Board of Directors was not the proper ~anel t? conduct the
disciplinary proceedings. Further, the record 1s devoid of any
proof that any of the CMA Board members supe~vised any of the
disciplined members in their employment setting.

With regard to the remaining contentions of the disciplined members the
board finds as follows:

In accordance with the foregoing findings, the ANA Board of Direc~or~
determines that the discipline imposed on 17 members of the assoc1~t1on by
the California Nurses' Association on February 2-3, 1980 b~ set_as!de: In
so deciding, the ANA Board does not pt"Ohibit C~ from pursurng d1sc!p~ rnary
measures against the 17 members o~ charges wh1~h_ar: the same or_s1m1lar
to the charges which were the subJect of the d1s1pl1nary proceed1ngs
conducted en February 2-3, 1980.

- The charges, as contained in the letters to the disciplined members,
were so drafted as to infonn the disciplined members with reasonable
particularity of the details of the charges against them.
- The disciplined members had no right based on statutory or case
law to be represented at the hearings by attorneys who were not
members of CNA.
- The presiding officer correctly ruled that testimony on alleged
activities by CNA staff similar to the conduct with which the
disciplined members were charged was irrelevant.
- The disciplined members were not denied a fair hearing because
the charging CNA member consulted with the presiding officer prior
to the charges being filed. The record shows that the CNA member
who brought the charges consulted with the presiding officer when
the presiding officer was acting in her capacity as President of
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TO:

Presidents of State Nurses' Associations

FROM:

Barbara L. Nichols
President

DATE:

February 4, 1981

Please be advised that on February 3, 1981 the ANA Board of Directors passed
the following resolutions:
"Resolved, that the ANA Board of Directors hereby vacates and
rescinds the decision of the Board of Directors rendered on
January 10, 1981 whereby the discipline imposed on 17 members
of the association by the California Nurses' Association on
February 2 and J, 1980 was set aside; and,
"Further resolved, that the requests of the California Nurses'
Association, as contained in the letter dated January 21, 1981
from CNA to ANA, be considered at the March 1981 meeting of the
ANA Board of Directors; and,
Further resolved, that the California Nurses' Association and the
17 disciplined members be notified inmediately of the foregoing
resolutions •"
11
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